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l.INTRODUCTION
Rawcliffe Meadows Local Nature Park covers 25 acres on the Northern outskirts of York.

encompassing grassland, hedgerows, a beck, flood reservoir and small copse. The site is owned by

the National Rivers Authority (NRA), forming part of the Clifton washland which plays a central role in

the city's flood defences
The Local Nature Park was established as a joint initiative between the NRA, the Greater York

Countryside Project and York Natural Environment Trust (YNET) at the end of 1990. Management is

carried out by the Friends of Rawcliffe Meadows, a local voluntary group, which continues to work

closely with the NRA and the Countryside Project. This is our second annual report, summarising the

work we have carried out during 1992.

2. PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION
The Local Nature Park plays a dual role, serving both nature conservation and quiet public enjoyment.

Although already well used as a local walk, the construction of the cycletrack through the site in

Spring '19g1 has attracted a greater number and wider range of visitors to the Meadows. The site ts

now p=opular throughout the year with cyclists, joggers and many people just enjoying a country walk

with their families or exercising their dogs. The firm surface and gentle gradients of the cycle track

have also improved access for people with disabiliiies.

We are keen that the Local Nature Park should not be perceived as a traditional nature 'reserve'.

Access is unrestricted except to small areas which are vulnerable to disturbance, such as where

reseeding has been carried out. We hope by visiting the Meadows, many people will learn something

about the wildlife of the iocal lngs, and about practical countryside management. We want Rawcliffe

Meadows to become a place that people will enjoy for it's landscape and natural interest, and not

srmply pass through

To this end. we held two successful guided walks in May. and continue to encourage visitors to

become involved in the practical aspects of caring for the site. At the time of writing (March 1993).

display boards have recently been erected at either end of the Meadows and an information leaflet

designed by ourselves and the Countryside Project is being produced. Further guided walks are

planned for summer 1993, and we are constantly looking for ideas to get more people acti'rely

interested.

3. VOLUNTEER WORK AND FUNDING
Over the past two years. Rawcliffe Meadows has. in effect. become a small Country Park manageci

largely by voluntary effort. Suppori and advice from YNET the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust and the

Greater York Countryside Project has been most valuable during this period, as has practical

assistance from the British Trust for conservation Volunteers (BTCV).

During '1992, the Woodcraft Folk and members of the York PHAB group both carried out work on

several occasions, plantrng and maintaining trees and shrubs, clearing flood debris and cutting back

weed growth in the copse.

Around eighty nest boxes were built by students at the Yearsley Bridge Centre, and erected with their

help and tie assistance of students from Askham Bryan Agricultural College. Staff from the Body Shop

in boppergate, York. helped improve a small field at the southern end of the Park by planting out

wildflowers (generously paid for by the company).

The main source of funding for management work have been from UK2000 (a Department of the

Environment initiative administered by the Civic Trust and the Royal Society for Nature Conservation),

and the Countryside Commission's 'Countryside Stewardship' scheme. Ryedale District Council

continued to provide funding for tree and shrub planting, as well as sponsoring the creation of a new



hay meadow by using local seed sources (see below). Additional funding has been generously

provided by the National Rivers Authority, and donations received from a number of individuals.

Grant funding has allowed us to acquire a store of tools necessary for carrying out management work,

including scythes, hay-rakes, fencing materials, a heavy duty strimmer and a smail mower.

As with so many community groups, much of the day{o-day responsibility for administering the Local

Nature Park, and dealing with problems, has fallen on the shoulders of a handful of people. lt is

pleasing to note, hovrever, that about a dozen people regularly attend cornmittee meetings, whilst

working parties have attracted anything from two to twenty people during the course of the year. Once

again we would urge anyone who enjoys the site or wants to learn more about countryside

management to come along to meetings and practical sessions.

We are conscious that the first two years of establishing the Local Nature Park has involved a great

deal of repetitive manual work such as weed clearance, fencing, grass cutting etc. At the same time.

there have been opportunities to learn skills such as hedgelaying, understanding wildlife habitats and

managing a working hay meadow. Without being complacent the benefits of all the hard work pui in

over the past two years are now becoming apparent, and in 1993 we look forward to involving more

people in the gentler and more appealing aspects of managing the site.

4. HABITAT MANAGEMENT
4.1 Hay meadow restoration
As explained in our first annual report, one of the main aims of management is to restore attractive.

wildlife-rich hay meadows on the open grassland areas Old flood meadows are now a rare and

precious part of our landscape and wildlife heritage, supporting a wide diversity of wildflowers and

insects, many of which cannot survive in more intensively managed agricultural grasslarlds. At

Rawcliffe. areas of the original hay meadow vegetation had survived, but were becoming stified by

coarse grasses and thistles as a result of recent over-grazing.

ln 1g91 we returned the grassland to a traditional hay meadow regime, with the hay crop harvested in

July. This, combined wrth efforts to control the more invasive weeds such as thistles and ragwcrt. has

resulted in a vast improvement of the quality of the sward. Wildflowers such as bistort, great burnet

and pepper saxifrage which had retained a precarious toe-hold flowered freely once again in silmmer

1992, whilst the stands of thistles and tussock grass receded.

Restoring iraditional meadow management does depend on the hay crop becoming economically

viable within the next few years. In 1991, the crop was so coarse and weed infested that it cost several

hundred pounds to have it cut, baled and taken away for cattle bedding ln 1992, the crop nearly paid

it's way, and should have done so had it not been for heavy rain during the week the mown hay was

left to dry. ln 1993, we hope it will at least break even. Whilst a small amount of thistles. docks and

nettles are to be expected in most meadows, too many will reduce it's value as winter feed. ano

ragwort must be strictly controlled as it is poisonous to cattle even in dried hay.

Countryside Stewardship requires that, at least once every three years. the hay is left to grow late

enough for most of the wildflowers and grasses to set seed. At Rawclrffe Meadows, we do not intend

mowing to take place before the first week in July, the traditional time at which Yorkshire lngs swards

are considered ready for harvesting.

ln addition to reinstating meadow management we are experimenting with creating a new meadow on

an enclosed field at the northern end of the site. This was rank and overgrown, with little potential for
wildlife. In March, the surface layer of over-fertile topsoil was removed and the ground beneath

cultivated. After a short fallow period to allow remaining weeds to regrow and be removed, the field

was strewn with fresh hay cut from Clifton lngs, the neighbouring species-rich flood meadow. The

purpose of this experiment is to try and create a new grassland habitat using seed material from

locally-native sources, rather than importing commercially grown seed. This plot will require careful

monitoring over the next few years. A sheen of grass seedling appeared within a few weeks of

spreading the hay bale (in early July), and by autumn seedlings of herbs such as ribwort plantain.



sorrel and meadow buttercup were in evidence Annual weeds such as sowthistle wrll obviously

present a problem and may mean that the new sward needs to be cut a few times in summer 1993.

4.2 The pond
The pond area has matured surprisingly rapidly since it was constructed in sprrng 1991, although this

has iaken up more of our time and attention than any other part of the site. Winter floods and a

reasonably wet summer kept a healthy water level in the pond throughout 1992, and although water

levels will obviously continue to fluctuate with the vagaries of the climate. we now have some idea of

which areas are suitable for diflerent types of vegetation.

Aquatic and water-margin plants have continued to be introduced from local sources, and we are

grateful to Mr Ritchie for his kind permission to transplant material from the dykes on Ra',rrcliffe lngs,

just to the north of the Local Nature Park. Plants were also introduced from Bootham Stray pond, and

seed introduced by threshing plant stems cut from other wetland habitats ln addition, over tlvo

hundred plants of purple loosestrife were grown from seed and planted out around the edges of the

pond.

As a result. the pond is now well-vegetated, with species such as water crowioot ano broad leafed

pondweed in the open water; flowering rush, bur-reed, sedges, yellow iris and water plantains in the

shallows: and loosestrifes. water mint, gipsywort and bur-marigolds on the margins where the water

level drops in summer. Unauthorised introduction of pond plants is drscouraged because of the

problems caused by intensive species. Canadian pondweed (Elodea sp) appeared in 1991 and had to

be raked out in Augusl 1992 when it had blanketed large areas of the pond floor.

Establishing vegetation around the pond is not only important to encourage wildlife and improve it's

visual interest. but also to prevent erosion of the banks. lt became apparent by early summer thai

disturbance by paddling dogs was hampering this process, with dozens of plants being uprooted each

week. Despite polite notices, and the very responsible attitude shown by the vast majority of dog

owners using the site, a handful of people ignored our request to keep dogs out of the pond. A new

mesh fence had to be erected in place of the original post and wire. We regret having to make the

pond 'out of bounds'. but this will be necessary until the pond becomes well established; visitors are

welcome to explore when the gate is open, and when members of the management committee are

present. but please do not bring dogs in.

The trees and shrubs planted within the pond compartment have established remarkably well, wiih at

ieast 90% survival. Within a few years these should form an attractive, species-rich shrubbery along

the southern boundary fence. During '1992. additional shrubs have been planted. using the same set

of species (ash, purging buckthorn, blackthorn. field rose, guelder rose. hazel and crab apple). and a

small section of the boundary was hedged with field maple and hawthorn.

The landscaped mounds of soil excavated from the pond have been sown with a carefully selected

mixture of grasses and wildflowers in autumn 1991. Good cover was produced during 1992. although

the establishment of a well-balanced sward required regular cutting and raking (repeated mowing is

necessary in the first year to promote root groMh and check the vigour of the more compeiitive
grasses). ln 1993, an abundance of ox-eye daisy, red clover. yarrow, sorrel and buttercups shouid

produce a fine display.

One mistake we would avoid in retrospect was the use of Westwolds rye-grass as a nurse crop. This

is often sown with wildflower mixes to produce a quick flush of grorvth to shelter the young seedltngs.

but in the rich fertile loam on our site it produced far too much growth and required much addiiional

cutting to control it.

The tops of two low mounds by the cyclepath were seeded with a mix of hard weartng turf grasses and

low growrng wildflowers, so that a regularly mown turf can be maintained which will withstand

trampling.

4.3 The copse
ln the early part of the year we continued planting new trees and shrubs in the copse to re-establtsh

the wooded cover lost due to Dutch elm disease. Field maple, hazel, alder, ash. oak and guelder rose



have been planted, with a new hedge of hawthorn and maple set along the eastern edge of the copse'

Surviving young wych elms have been coppiced to regrow in a shrubby form, rather than as trees

which would have become vulnerable to re-infection by disease'

Establishment of new plantings in the copse has been patchy due to the rank growth of couch grass,

which can smother the'young whips. This is a difficult problem to deal with, as ultimately the couch will

only die back once sufficieni shade has been restored. Oak and hazel have had a poor survival rate,

but alder and field maple seem to be doing well.

4.4Tree and shrub Planting
To date some 2300 trees and shrubs have been planied in the Local Nature Park. Maintenance of ndw

planting is a demanding task, easy to overlook, but good rainfall in 1992 improved conditions for the

establiihment of young trees and shrubs immensely, compared to the drought of the preceding year'

ln addition to continuel planting in the copse and by the pond, a small rough patch by Blue Beck was

cleared in preparation ior. scrub planting, which began early in 1993. As before, we have based

planting schemes on the composition of local lngs hedges, to retain continuity with existing habitats.

4.5 Hedgerow management
ln .1991, a section of ine Btue Beck hedgerow was layed using traditional methods by the BTCV. This

provoked much comment among visitors, as few people are familiar with this technique to regenerate

new, dense hedgerow growth. Hopefully, the quick groMh of green shoots in spring served to prove

the value of hedgelaying. A further section was layed in autumn 1992. and our thanks again to the

BTCV and the Countryside Project for a very careful and professional job.

4.6 Nest boxes
Approximately eighty nesting boxes were installed in hedgerow trees and in the copse in early spring,

iniluAlng both closed and open-fronted designs. As expected, birds avoided using the boxes during

the first season, although a certain amount of 'vandalism' by grey squirrels took place. By the

beginning of spring 1993 however, several pairs of tits and tree sparrows appeared to be using the

boxes, *f,ich witt extend the rather limited availability of nesting sites provided by natural tree cavities.

5. WILDLIFE NOTES
5.1 Mammals
A survey by the Yorkshire Mammal Group in late February found that Wood Mouse, Shorttailed Vole

and Bank Vole were present, these being identified from remains found in discarded bottles. Short-

tailed Voles were much in evidence throughout the summer in rough grass around the pond, and are

presumably abundant on ihe site as a whole. Water Voles continue to be seen occasionally on Blue

beck, and-both Common and Pygmy Shrews have been found amongst tall vegetation.

Fox and Weasel were seen on occasion, and both Noctule and Pipistrelle Bats were present on many

summer evenings. Moles, as ever, burrowed a hasty retreat up the flood bank and into drier ground

beyond as the water table rose in winter.

5.2 Birds
Sedge Warbler again bred in tall herbage by the beck, and up to 20 Snipe were recorded from the

flood reservoir in December. Yellowhammers were present throughoui the year in hedgerows towards

the northern end of the site, as well as Long{ailed Tits. A male corn Bunting chose an unusual song

post on ihe heap of road planings at the entrance to the Park, but it remains to be seen whether this

species will continue to use the site now that arable fields to the north have been changed over to

silage production.

Kingfisher and Heron were both noted from the pond on one or iwo occasions late in the year, and the

'resident' Kingfisher continues to fish along Blue Beck.

No proper record was kept of birds breeding in hedgerow trees, but at least one pair of Stock Doves

did so. Any records from visiting bird watchers would be useful.



5.3 Amphibians
Large numbers of frogs colonised the pond of their own accord, although some spawn may also have

been introduced. Dozens, if not hundreds of froglets emerged in late summer, despite the presence of

predatory stickle-backs in the pond.

ln June, a small number of Great Crested Newt adults and larvae were released in the pond under

licence from English Nature; these were removed from a wet hollow on Clifton Moor from a site

undergoing building development. The pond should provide an ideal habitat for this specially
protected amphibian, although predation by stickle-backs and the small number of introduced

individuals means that establishment is bv no means guaranteed, and must be monitored in 1993.

5.4 lnvertebrates
A 'pond dip' assisted by NRA biologists in early July showed that a diverse fauna of aquatic

invertebrates had established itself in the pond, with an abundance of dragonfly nymphs being

especially noticeable. As these predators are towards the top of the food chain in their environment.

this indicates healthy populations of lower species. Common Darter dragonflies and Bluetailed
Damselflies were again present in large numbers, with visiting Banded Demoiselle and Brown Hawker.

There were unconfirmed reports of a single Emperor Dragonfly on two days in July, but Southern

Hawker was not recorded this year.

Orange Tip Butterflies were plentiful in the meadows is late spring, and Brimstone was noted on the

northern section of hedgerow, where it's larval food-plant (purging buckthorn) grows. Visiting Comma

and Holly Blue butterflies provided new records for the site.

A second colony of the scarce Tansy Leaf Beetle, was discovered on the site in 1992.

5.5 Wildflowers
Clearance of thistle beds allowed a number of taller meadow herbs such as meadowsweet and great

burnet to flower in greater abundance than during the previous two years, and removal of grazing

pressure resulted in at least twenty plants of the uncommon pepper saxifrage flowering. Several

clumps of bistort and meadow-rue were also noted.

Yellow rattle. which was introduced as seed in December 1991. was noted flowering in more open

areas of meadow turf.

On the floodbank. intermediate lady's mantle was again noted in several places, but blue fleabane
was absent and bristly ox{ongue was reduced to a single flowering plant and may now be extinct on

the site.

A number of 'exotics'. presumably introduced as seed contaminants, sprouted up on reseeded areas.

including fennel, flax, millet, sunflower and spinach! Large quantities of charlock. an arable weed with

a very persisteni seed bank, appeared in the'new meadow' plot after rotavating, with small amounts of

the locally-scarce treacle mustard.

Other additions to the species list for the site include tall fescue, which was found to be abundant in

one hedge-bottom, and common reed which was found in a small clump in BIue Beck.

6.0 Friends of Rawcliffe Meadows
Rawcliffe Meadows is managed by a group of local people who hold regular meetings, work parties

and guided walks at the site. New members of the group are always made welcome, and with plenty of
work to be done there will always be some way of getting involved. To contact the Friends of Rawcliffe
Meadows, write in the first instance to the Greater York Countryside Project, 9 St. Leonards Place,

YORK YO1 2ET or telephone York 612556.


